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Loanboox Germany goes Real Estate Finance
Cologne, July 4, 2022. The leading debt financing platform Loanboox uses the experience from municipal debt
financing and expands its product portfolio. The company now also offers its services to German real estate
companies, funds and housing cooperatives. To this end, Loanboox welcomes the commercial real estate
financing expert Julian Grimm to the German team.
To date, municipalities and large companies have concluded 2,700 loans with a volume of EUR 27 billion via the leading
platform for financing. Due to the high demand, Loanboox is now also offering its services to real estate companies,
funds and housing cooperatives in Germany. With its new offering, Loanboox combines the advantages of the digital
platform (digital offer comparison, data room, efficient processes and expansion of the lender network) with
professional, personal advice. The first transactions have already been completed in Switzerland in recent months.
The real estate financing expert Julian Grimm is strengthening the team as Head of Real Estate Financing. Julian Grimm
previously worked as a real estate financing specialist at the x-bricks Group, CORESTATE Capital Group and TRIUVA
Kapitalverwaltungsgesellschaft (now PATRIZIA):
“What I missed in my previous function as a real estate investor are simple, efficient and comprehensible processes for
handling my large-volume commercial financing. That is exactly what Loanboox offers. That fascinates me. I look forward
to supporting real estate companies with their financing in the future!”
Lenders appreciate the broad access to attractive financing options and the lean processes. In the digital data room, all
documents and necessary information are available in one place and clearly summarized. This eliminates the multiple
back and forths between borrowers and lenders. The fair communication and clear deadlines are a benefit for all parties.
Loanboox is open to partnerships with interested associations or organizations.
About Loanboox:
Loanboox is the leading European debt financing platform for large issuers. For more information about Loanboox, click
here.
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